Optimising a train schedule on a single line track is known to be NP-Hard with respect to the number of conflicts in the schedule. This makes it difficult to determine optimum solutions to real life problems in reasonable time and raises the need for good heuristic techniques. The heuristics applied and compared in this paper are a local search heuristic with an improved neighbourhood structure, genetic algorithms, tabu search and two hybrid algorithms. When no time constraints are enforced on solution time, the genetic and hybrid algorithms were within five percent of the optimal solution for at least ninety percent of the test problems.
Introduction
In Australia, the average length of haul for interstate freight movements is around 1500 kilometres with the bulk of this network consisting of single line track. The train dispatching function outside urban areas is currently performed using mainly manual methods. Trains which operate over a single track can only overtake and cross each other at specific locations referred to here as sidings. This type of operation is common throughout the world. The train controller resolves train conflicts on a time-distance graph using experience and knowledge of prevailing conditions.
The main objective for developing a train scheduling model is to provide the train controller with a tool which helps him/her to perform the train dispatching function. The model is not designed to replace the train controller. The operator's experience and knowledge of local conditions will continue to be used. However, with such models and solution techniques available, the train controller is able to quickly update a schedule as unplanned events occur.
The purpose of a single line train scheduling model in this paper is to resolve the train conflicts (overtaking as well as crossing) at the sidings in such a way so as to achieve some pre-defined objective. Typical examples of this type of model can be found in Kraay, Harker, and Chen (1991), Mills, Perkins, and Pudney (1991) and Higgins, Kozan, and Ferreira (1996) . When optimising a train schedule in terms of determining which siding each conflict should be resolved at, the computation complexity increases exponentially as the number of conflicts in the schedule increase (Cai and Goh, 1994) .
In practical applications, an optimal solution to the train scheduling problem is not always considered a very high priority, as it is usually too time consuming to find. In addition, the solution may not be able to be implemented due to unquantifiable constraints. This leads to a desire to develop heuristic techniques which will find near optimal solutions in a short space of time. In this paper, an enhanced local search heuristic (LSH), genetic algorithms (GA), tabu search (TS), and two hybrid algorithms (HA1 and HA2) are applied to the train scheduling problem.
Cai and Goh (1994) used the greedy heuristic when the velocities of all trains travelling in same direction were assumed to be equal. Rules were included in the heuristic to cater for heavy traffic. In situations where several trains travel close together in one or both directions, a rule will determine the most efficient means to resolve the group of conflicts (at the local level). Either all inbound trains go first or all outbound trains go first.
A rounding heuristic put forward by Kraay, Harker, and Chen (1988) was used to separate out potentially good train schedules. For each feasible schedule, the heuristic obtains a total for the distance of each conflict to the corresponding unresolved conflict. The feasible schedules are ranked via the total distances. The arrival and departure times for the best few schedules are determined.
An efficient learning heuristic was proposed by Kraay (1993) which uses characteristics of previous train schedules to generate a new schedule. This approach is based on the cyclic nature of train schedules. The learning heuristic resolves conflicts by seeing how they are resolved in previous schedules. If the previous schedules are poor, the new schedule will also be poor. A LSH has been tried on the train scheduling problem by the same author as a comparison to a learning heuristic. Kraay (1993) claimed the LSH used performed quite well, except for the occasional poor solution, although it completely out performed the learning heuristic. While the above heuristics are fast, the quality of the solution can be extremely far from optimal.
The model
A single line train scheduling model is applied to a single or partially double line track corridor for which sidings are placed at various positions along this corridor. When two trains are to interfere with each other (cross or overtake), the main decision variable for the train controller is to decide which train is to be delayed at a siding. The main role of the single line train scheduling model is to assist train controllers or time table planners to resolve train conflicts at sidings so as to ensure safe operation and at the same time keep the overall delay due to train conflicts (or total travel time) as short as possible.
